1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Drug-resistant epilepsy represents 33% of all epilepsies. In structural focal drug-resistant epilepsies, functional neurosurgery remains the only potentially curative treatment, provided that it includes the entire epileptogenic zone ([@bb0155]). In order to localize and delineate the epileptogenic zone (EZ), the pre-surgical investigations include primarily long term video-EEG recordings, structural magnetic imaging (MRI), and additional investigations such as a \[(18) F\] fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) scans. In recent years, high resolution EEG combined to electrical source imaging (ESI) as well as magnetoencephalography (MEG) have taken up a promising place in this pre-surgical investigation due to its ability to localize epileptic sources in the individual anatomical space and in a non-invasive way. Due to short duration of high resolution EEG recordings (often less than one day), the major part of ESI studies concerns the analysis of interictal discharges (IID).

The overall accuracy of ESI from interictal discharges (IID) in the pre-surgical investigation was evaluated in several studies ([@bb0130], [@bb0060]). Two recent prospective studies assessed this overall accuracy of electric source imaging ([@bb0090], [@bb0030]) in a large cohort of patients undergoing pre-surgical investigations for drug-resistant focal epilepsy. Brodbeck et al., found highest sensitivity and specificity (\> 80%) of ESI which derived from high resolution-EEG and individual head modelling using the volume of resection combined with the post-surgical outcomes as the reference method. Lascano et al.*,* extended these results and showed in 58 patients that the presence of concordant structural MRI and ESI results was the strongest predictor of postoperative seizure freedom.

The specific accuracy of ESI was investigated in different subgroups with: negative MRI ([@bb0025]), large lesions ([@bb0020]), malformations of cortical development ([@bb0140]), temporal ([@bb0035]), frontal ([@bb0040]) and posterior lobe epilepsies ([@bb0045]). Most of these studies were retrospective and they all relied on heterogeneous methodologies (number of electrodes, type of head model, methods of source localization, reference methods), which precluded a direct or indirect comparison of ESI performance according to the presence of a MRI lesion, type of epilepsy, and aetiology. One study prospectively compared ESI performance between temporal and extra-temporal lobe epilepsy and did not find any significant difference ([@bb0030]).

The purposes of our study were therefore to: (1) prospectively assess, in a large cohort the overall anatomical concordance of IID source localization with the epileptogenic zone estimated by SEEG; (2) prospectively compare the anatomical concordance of IID source localization with the epileptogenic zone estimated by SEEG according to the type of epilepsy, the presence of a MRI lesion, the aetiology and the depth of the EZ.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Patient selection {#s0015}
----------------------

Eighty five patients (15 years old and older; mean age: 30 years old) with drug-resistant focal epilepsy, who were candidates for SEEG were prospectively and consecutively enrolled between October 2009 and October 2013 in the multicentric National Clinical Research Project PHRC 2009-17-05, Clinical trial NCT 01090934 (Nancy, Marseille, and Reims). This study was approved by the ethics committee CPP Est III and all patients gave their informed written consent (Clinical trial NCT 01090934).

2.2. Data recording and analysis {#s0020}
--------------------------------

Non-invasive pre-surgical evaluation included comprehensive medical history, neurological examination, long-term video-EEG recordings, MRI and neuropsychological evaluation. Some patients benefited interictal positron emission tomography (PET) and/or interictal/ictal single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). The analysis of the electro-clinical correlations (ECC) was based on the interictal and ictal EEG findings as well as the ictal semiology, combining both interdependent modalities toward dynamic spatiotemporal hypotheses ([@bb0140]). High resolution EEG (64 scalp taped electrodes) and SEEG recordings were similar to our previous study ([@bb0140]). The analysis of electro-clinical correlations (ECC), MRI, ESI and SEEG were classified in the 18 pre-defined sub-lobar anatomical localizations ([@bb0140]) in each hemisphere: ventral medial prefrontal, dorsal medial prefrontal, ventral lateral prefrontal, dorsal lateral prefrontal, medial premotor, lateral premotor, medial central, lateral central, medial anterior temporal, lateral anterior temporal, medial posterior temporal, lateral posterior temporal, medial parietal, lateral parietal, medial occipital, lateral occipital, operculoinsular and temporo-parieto-occipital junction. So, a total of 36 pre-defined regions of interest (ROIs) were considered.

### 2.2.1. Interictal discharge detection and analysis {#s0025}

Scalp IID included interictal spikes (\< 70 ms) and sharp waves (\< 200 ms). They were visually identified and marked in an average reference montage channel (excluding electrodes with artefacts) by one of four experienced epileptologists according to the following established criteria ([@bb0140]): (a) paroxysmal occurrence, (b) abrupt change in polarity, (c) duration \< 200 ms, (d) scalp topography consistent with a clear dipolar projection onto the scalp (radial or tangential). Temporal windows of analysis (max 100 ms) were manually defined around the IID and centered at the time of maximal negativity on the electrode trace with the highest amplitude (Advanced Signal Analysis, Enschede, The Netherlands) ([@bb0140], [@bb0035], [@bb0075]). All 64 electrode traces were then superimposed to ascertain that the signal to noise ratio (SNR), defined as the highest IID amplitude divided by the highest background (1 s duration before the spike) activity amplitude, was \> 2. For each patient, an average of 15 single IIDs were visually categorized according to their respective topography and morphology and then individually analyzed per type for source localization (range 1--4 IID types, average of 2 IID types by patient).

### 2.2.2. ESI methodology {#s0030}

For each patient, we constructed realistic head models (boundary element method; BEM) derived from an additional MRI sequence (3D BRAVO T1-weighted sequence, voxel: 1.3 mm^3^, General Electric Medical System, Milwaukee, United States) and the scalp electrodes were localized ([@bb0065], [@bb0070]). We performed a semi-automatic segmentation that consisted in the identification of three isoconductivity compartments (scalp, skull and intracranial space) with the skull estimated by the dilatation of the intracranial space. We subsequently calculated an electric matrix with a conductivity of 0.008 S/m for the skull and 0.33 S/m for the brain and scalp (conductivity ratio of skull to scalp = 1/40). Co-registration of EEG and MRI data derived from the identification of the same three fiducials (nasion, right and left tragi).

Intracerebral sources of each selected IID were localized using both equivalent current dipoles ([@bb0145]) (ECD), MUSIC ([@bb0115]) and sLORETA ([@bb0125]) (grid spacing of 10 mm). For more details, see Rikir et al.*, 2014*.

### 2.2.3. Determination of the irritative zone by ESI {#s0035}

The anatomical localization was interpreted from the coordinates of moving and rotating dipoles with goodness of fit (GOF) \> 90%, of the equivalent dipoles explaining more than 95% of the signal (eigenvector decomposition) using MUSIC, and of the dipoles with the highest magnitude using sLORETA. We extrapolated these dipole positions to one (or maximum two) sublobar region for each sLORETA map of each single IID.

No comparison of ESI localizations was done across the different source model for each single IID. In this study, for each IID type, the interpreter visually chose only relevant (i.e. in accordance with his clinical hypothesis) and reproducible anatomical localizations. A localization was considered as reproducible when sources were located in a same sublobar region for at least 10/15 individual spikes. Other source localizations were discarded.

These reproducible and relevant anatomical localizations were then classified according to the same 36 predefined sublobar localizations (regions of interest) used for ECC and MRI. In case of multifocal IIDs, all reproducible and relevant sources were anatomically classified. When the distribution of the source localizations was inferior or equal to one specific sublobar localization, this localization was retained. When the distribution of the source localizations was superior to one sublobar localization, we retained all sublobar localizations that completely included the source localizations.

For each patient, ESI results were interpreted prospectively and independently by two investigators in order to localize the presumed irritative zone (IZ). In case of discordance between the two interpreters, further joint analysis led to a final anatomical classification (consensus).

This step was performed several months prior to SEEG recordings and therefore blinded to its results. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} summarizes all this section.Fig. 1Consecutive steps of electrical source imaging analysis. Two different interpreters analyzed the results prior to the SEEG results. Within each spike subgroup, only reproducible and concordant ESI results were selected and classified according to 36 predefined sublobar regions. ESL, electrical source localization; ROI, region of interest; RD, rotating dipole; MD, moving dipole; IIDs, interictal discharges.Fig. 1

2.3. ESI and SEEG overall anatomical concordance {#s0040}
------------------------------------------------

The planning of the SEEG implantation was based on the results of ECC, MRI, neuropsychological evaluation and (for patients who have benefited) PET-FDG and/or interictal/ictal SPECT and ESI results.

Epileptogenic zone, defined as "the anatomical location of the site of the beginning and of the primary organization of the epileptic discharge" ([@bb0055]), was defined by one of four experienced epileptologists using spontaneous and electrically induced seizures during SEEG investigation. When the spatial extent of EZ was superior to one sublobar region, several regions were selected in order to include all the EZ.

The anatomical concordance of ESI and SEEG results was assessed and classified as fully concordant, partly concordant, or discordant for each patient ([@bb0140]) using the same 36 sublobar localizations.

Full concordance corresponded to a complete matching between ESI results and EZ sublobar localizations i.e. the similar sublobar localization retained (ESI = EZ). Partial concordance corresponded to a partial matching between ESI results and EZ sublobar localizations i.e. at least one similar sublobar localization retained plus other sublobar localizations. The partial concordance encompassed three different conditions: (1) ESI pointed to the full EZ as well as additional sublobar localizations (ESI \> EZ); (2) ESI pointed only to some EZ sublobar localizations (ESI \< EZ); (3) ESI pointed to some EZ sublobar localizations and to additional localizations outside the EZ (ESI \> \< EZ). ESI results and EZ were discordant if they had no common sublobar localization (ESI ≠ EZ).

In case of multifocal sources (sources that are spatially distinct, non-contiguous and temporally independent) corresponding to multifocal IIDs, if all sources were included in- but did not fully match the EZ, ESI was considered partially concordant. If none of the sources corresponded to the EZ, they were considered discordant. We further assessed the sublobar anatomical concordance of ECC, MRI and SEEG results according to the same classification as for ESI. Negative MRI cases were considered as "discordant". ECC and MRI results were classified before and so blinded to SEEG investigations.

2.4. ESI and SEEG anatomical concordance in subgroups {#s0045}
-----------------------------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Epilepsy types {#s0050}

According to SEEG results, the epilepsy types were classified in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE), posterior epilepsy (PE including the parietal, occipital, occipito-temporal, temporo-occipito-parietal junction regions), operculo-insular epilepsy (OIE) and multifocal epilepsy (MFE).

### 2.4.2. Presence of a MRI structural lesion {#s0055}

The anatomical concordance was assessed according to the presence of a MRI visible structural lesion. MRI scans were reviewed in a multidisciplinary case management conference by experienced epileptologists and neuroradiologists in order to assess the presence or not of a structural lesion (positive or negative MRI cases respectively) and then to realize the classification of their sublobar localization.

### 2.4.3. Aetiology {#s0060}

For operated patients, the aetiology was determined according to the pathological findings, while for non-operated patients it was based on clinical aspects (like pediatric febrile seizure, age at onset of epilepsy, severe trauma) but most frequently on the combination of MRI and electrophysiological findings. All cases were divided in two categories: (i) malformations of cortical development (MCD) or (ii) other including hippocampal sclerosis, cavernoma, post-traumatic and unknown aetiology.

### 2.4.4. The depth of the EZ (categorized in lateral, medial or medio-lateral) {#s0065}

We determined the depth of EZ using SEEG investigations. Three possible localizations of the EZ were classified: (i): deep localization corresponding to medial localizations in frontal (ventral medial prefrontal, dorsal medial prefrontal, medial premotor, medial central), in temporal (medial anterior temporal, medial posterior temporal), in posterior (medial parietal, medial occipital) and operculo-insular regions; (ii) lateral localization corresponding to the lateral convexity; (iii) medio-lateral localization corresponding to medial and lateral co-localizations.

2.5. Surgery {#s0070}
------------

Surgical decision was considered during a multidisciplinary case management conference. The volume of resection was based on results from EEG-Video, neuroimaging techniques, ESI, neuropsychological tests and especially from SEEG. Post-surgical outcome at two years was determined for each patient.

2.6. Statistical analysis {#s0075}
-------------------------

Statistical comparisons between subgroups were performed using Fisher\'s Exact Test (Biostat TGV, Jussieu University). The following H~0~ hypothesis were tested: the epilepsy types did not influence the concordance of the ESI and SEEG results; the presence of an MRI structural lesion did not influence the concordance of the ESI and SEEG results; the aetiology did not influence the concordance of the ESI and SEEG results; the depth of the EZ did not influence the concordance of the ESI and SEEG results. Values of *p* ≤ 0.05 were considered significant under the null hypothesis that each of the above mentioned factors did not influence the concordance of the ESI and SEEG results.

3. Results {#s0080}
==========

3.1. Patients {#s0085}
-------------

74 patients (38 males) were finally analyzed among a cohort of eighty five included patients (81 in Nancy, 4 in Marseille) who were candidates for a SEEG. 11 patients were excluded from the analysis because they eventually did not have the SEEG (8 patients) or because the epileptogenic zone could not be defined using SEEG investigation (3 patients). Mean age at inclusion was 30 years old (15--50). The mean epilepsy duration at inclusion was 17 years (range: 3--45).

Out of 74 patients, 38 (51%) had TLE. 36 (49%) had extratemporal lobe epilepsy: 13 (18%) FLE; 10 (14%) PE; 4 (5%) OIE; 9 (12%) MFE ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Concordance analysis in the different epilepsy subgroups (*N* = 74).Table 1Fully concordant (*n* = 13)\
Partly concordant (*n* = 50)Discordant (*n* = 11)\
ESI \> EZ (*n* = 12)ESI \< EZ (*n* = 9)ESI \> \< EZ (*n* = 29)Epilepsy typesTLE (*n* = 38)11%24%10%45%10%FLE (*n* = 13)46%23%8%8%15%PE (*n* = 10)20%0%20%40%20%OIE (*n* = 4)0%0%0%25%75%MFE (*n* = 9)11%0%22%67%0%  Presence of a MRI lesionNegative MRI (*n* = 22)36%14%18%27%5%Positive MRI (*n* = 52)10%17%10%44%19%  AetiologyMCD (*n* = 41)27%15%12%34%12%Other (*n* = 33)6%18%12%45%19%  Depth of the EZM (*n* = 27)7%26%7%45%15%L (*n* = 13)31%31%0%7%31%ML (*n* = 34)21%3%21%46%9%  SurgeryOperated patients (*n* = 44)69%56%64%Engel I100%68%57%[^1]

MRI was positive in 52 (70%) including MCD, cavernoma, hippocampal sclerosis, porencephalic cysts and other abnormalities.

41 patients (55%) had MCD as aetiology.

The epileptogenic zone was medial in 27 (36%); lateral in 13 (18%); medio-lateral in 34 (46%).

3.2. Overall ESI and SEEG anatomical concordance {#s0095}
------------------------------------------------

ESI and EZ were fully concordant in 13/74 (18%) patients ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 2Illustration of a patient with a negative MRI and a full sublobar concordance between ESL and EZ. (A) Hypothesis derived from long-term video-EEG recordings and ECC pointing the right dorsolateral prefrontal, the ventrolateral prefrontal, the lateral premotor, and the operculo-insula areas. (B) Negative MRI for structural lesions. (C) 64-Channel EEG recordings showed IID in channels F6, FC6, F4, FC4, C4, F2, FC2, C2 (monopolar montage, common average reference), correlating with sources localized in the depth of the right IFS and in the right MFG (ECD and sLORETA). These anatomic localizations corresponded to a dorsolateral prefrontal sublobar classification. (D) SEEG recordings showed ictal discharges occurring first in the right inferior frontal sulcus (IFS) (pink square). CT-MRI coregistration shows the localization of the depth electrodes of interest. The yellow electrode recorded the ac-tivity of IFS. The sublobar classification of EZ was consequently dorsolateral prefrontal. (E) Considering the third column (sub-lobar classification), ESI was fully concordant with SEEG. ESI allowed a restriction of ECC that was validated by SEEG.ECC, electroclinical correlations; IID, interictal discharge; 64 chEEG, 64 channel EEG; ESI, electrical source imaging; ECD, equivalent current dipole; sLORETA, standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography; SEEG, stereo-electroencephalography; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; OF, orbito frontal gyrus; EZ, epileptogenic zone; DMPref, dorsal medial prefrontal; DLPref, dorsal lateral prefrontal;L Prem, lateral premotor; VLPref, ventrolateral prefron-tal; DLPref, dorsolateral prefrontal; OI, operculo-insula.Fig. 2Fig. 3Rates of full concordance between the electrical source localizations and the epileptogenic zones according to the different subgroups in our population (*n* = 74): epilepsy type, MRI structural lesion and aetiology. The higher rates of full concordance was for frontal lobe epilepsy, negative MRI (non lesional epilepsy) and malformation cortical development.TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy; FLE, frontal lobe epilepsy; PE, posterior epilepsy; MFE, multifocal epilepsy; MCD, malformation cortical development.Fig. 3

ESI and EZ were partly concordant in 50/74 (67%) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Illustration of a patient with a positive MRI and a partial sublobar concordance between ESL and EZ (IZ \> EZ). (A) Hypothesis derived from long-term video-EEG recordings and ECC pointing the right mesial anterior and posterior temporal areas, the right lateral posterior temporal area and the mesial occipital area. (B) MRI showed a closed-lip schizencephaly (classified in MCD etiology) in T3, T4, T5 and O3, O4 and O5 gyri (lateral temporal area and the mesial and lateral occipital areas). (C) 64-Channel EEG recordings showed IID in channels FT10, P10, AF8, F8, FT8, T8 (monopolar montage, common average reference), correlating with sources localized in mesial and basal temporal areas (ECD) and lateral temporal area (sLORETA). These anatomic localizations corresponded to a mesial and lateral anterior temporal sublobar classification. (D) SEEG recordings showed ictal discharges occurring first in the right amygdala (amy) (pink doted-square). CT-MRI coregistration showed the localization of the depth electrodes of interest. The green electrode recorded the activity of amygdala. The sublobar classification of EZ was consequently mesial anterior temporal. (E) Considering the third column (sub-lobar classification), ESI was partially concordant with SEEG (IZ \> EZ). This result could be explained by the common lateral anatomical diffusion of IIDs in temporal lobe epilepsy.ECC, electroclinical correlations; IID, interictal discharge; 64 chEEG, 64 channel EEG; ESI, electrical source imaging; ECD, equivalent current dipole; sLORETA, standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography; SEEG, stereo-electroencephalography; Amy, amydgala; Ant hipp, anterior hippocampus; Post hipp, posterior hippocampus; Fusi, fusiform gyrus; MAT, mesial anterior temporal; LAT, lateral anterior temporal; MPT, mesial posterior temporal; LPT, lateral posterior temporal; MO, mesial occipital; LO, lateral occipital.Fig. 4

Among the partly concordant cases: (i) ESI was entirely included into the EZ in 9 (ESI \< EZ); (ii) EZ entirely included ESI in 12 (ESI \> EZ); (iii) ESI and EZ partially overlapped in 29 patients (ESI \> \< EZ) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

Finally, 11 of 74 patients (15%) showed a complete anatomical discordance ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Illustration of a patient with a positive MRI and a sublobar disconcordance between ESL and EZ (IZ ≠ EZ). (A) Hypothesis derived from long-term video-EEG recordings and ECC pointing the right mesial anterior and posterior temporal areas. (B) MRI showed a right hippocampal sclerosis (classified in other etiologies) (mesial anterior temporal area). (C) 64-Channel EEG recordings showed IID in channels P8, PO8, PO4, O2 (monopolar montage, common average reference), correlating with sources localized in lateral posterior temporal area (ECD, sLORETA). (D) SEEG recordings showed ictal discharges occurring first in the right anterior hippocampus (ant hipp) (pink doted-square). CT-MRI coregistration showed the localization of the depth electrodes of interest. The orange electrode recorded the activity of anterior hippocampus. The sublobar classification of EZ was consequently mesial anterior temporal. (E) Considering the third column (sub-lobar classification), ESI was disconcordant with SEEG (IZ ≠ EZ). This result could be explained by non-visible IIDs in scalp EEG originating from the purely mesial part of the temporal lobe.ECC, electroclinical correlations; IID, interictal discharge; 64 chEEG, 64 channel EEG; ESI, electrical source imaging; ECD, equivalent current dipole; sLORETA, standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography; SEEG, stereo-electroencephalography; Amy, amydgala; Ant hipp, anterior hippocampus; Post hipp, posterior hippocampus; MAT, mesial anterior temporal; LAT, lateral anterior temporal; MPT, mesial posterior temporal; LPT, lateral posterior temporal.Fig. 5

In comparison, ECC and SEEG were fully concordant in 7 (9%), partly concordant in 65 (88%) and discordant in 2 (3%). MRI and SEEG were fully concordant in 12 (16%), partly concordant in 32 (43%) and discordant in 30 (41%).

We also quantified the percentage of ESI results retained according to the inverse problem methods we used (ECD, MUSIC, sLORETA). In our population, we retained ECD, MUSIC and sLORETA respectively in 71.6%, 77% and 62.2%.

3.3. ESI anatomical concordance with SEEG in the subgroups {#s0100}
----------------------------------------------------------

### 3.3.1. Epilepsy types {#s0105}

In the 38 TLE patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 4 (11%), partly concordant in 30 (79%) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) and discordant in 4 patients (10%) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). In the 13 FLE patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 6 (46%) ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), partly concordant in 5 (39%) and discordant in 2 (15%). In the 10 PE patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 2 (20%), partly concordant in 6 (60%) and discordant in 2 (20%). In the 4 operculo-insular epilepsy patients, ESI results were partly concordant with EZ in 1 (25%) and discordant in 3 (75%). In the 9 multifocal epilepsy patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 1 (11%), partly concordant in 8 (89%) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

Full concordance between ESI results and EZ was statistically higher in frontal lobe epilepsy than in temporal, posterior, operculo-insular and multifocal epilepsy (respectively 46% vs 11%, 20%, 0%, 11%; *p* = 0.05; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.3.2. The presence of a MRI structural lesion {#s0110}

In the 22 negative MRI patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 8 (36%) ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), partly concordant in 13 (59%) and discordant in 1 (5%). In the 52 positive MRI patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 5 (10%), partly concordant in 37 (71%) and discordant in 10 (19%) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

Full concordance between ESI results and EZ was significantly higher in cases of negative than positive MRI (respectively 36% vs. 10%; *p* = 0.01; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.3.3. The aetiology {#s0115}

In the 41 MCD patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 11 (27%), partly concordant in 25 (61%) and discordant in 5 (12%) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

In the other aetiologies, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in only 2 cases (6%), partly concordant in 24 (75%) and discordant in 6 (19%).

Full concordance between ESI results and EZ was significantly higher in MCD than in other aetiologies (respectively 27% vs 6%; *p* = 0.03; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.3.4. The depth of the EZ {#s0120}

In the 27 medial EZ patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 2 (7%), partly concordant in 21 (78%) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) and discordant in 4 (15%) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

In the 13 lateral EZ patients, ESI results was fully concordant with EZ in 4 (31%), partly concordant in 5 (38%) and discordant in 4 (31%).

In the 34 medio-lateral EZ patients, ESI results were fully concordant with EZ in 7 (21%), partly concordant in 24 (70%) and discordant in 3 (9%) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

Full concordance between ESI results and EZ was not significantly different according to the depth of the EZ (*p* = 0.15).

3.4. Overall post-surgical seizure outcome {#s0125}
------------------------------------------

In the 74 patients, 44 (59%) were operated. At two years after surgery: Among the 13 patients whose ESI results were fully concordant with EZ, all operated patients (9, 100%) were seizure free ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Among the 61 patients whose ESI results were partly concordant or discordant with EZ, 35 were operated. 23 (66%) were seizure free and 12 (34%) were not seizure free. Patients with a full concordance between ESI and SEEG had a significantly higher chance of being seizure free than patients with partial concordance or discordance (respectively 100% vs 66%, *p* = 0.04, Fisher\'s Exact Test).

4. Discussion {#s0130}
=============

Localizing the epileptogenic zone in structural focal drug resistant epilepsy is essential before surgical treatment. The strengths of the present study include the prospective design of the study, the large cohort (*n* = 74), the uniform ESI methodology with high density EEG recordings and realistic head models in all patients. Our gold standard was SEEG because it was physiologically meaningful in validating another electro-physiologic investigation, and differentiating the zone of seizure initiation from the zone of propagation ([@bb0055]).

4.1. Overall anatomical concordance {#s0135}
-----------------------------------

The rate of overall anatomical concordance (full and partial) between ESI and EZ (85%) is consistent with the rates usually found in the literature ([@bb0090], [@bb0030]). These two previous studies used the volume of resection combined to the post-surgical outcomes as reference method. This reference method is clinically meaningful but may overestimate the specificity. Indeed, surgical failure does not necessarily rule out the epileptogenicity of resected tissue, and is indeed often related to its incomplete resection ([@bb0135]). In the definition of the specificity, any ESI localization beyond the resection volume in cases of surgical failure is considered as a "true" localization, whereas non-resected areas encompass both the epileptogenic zone and non-epileptogenic regions.

Partial concordance between ESI results and EZ was the most frequent case. When ESI results included the whole EZ and additional sublobar localizations (ESI \> EZ), this additional sublobar localizations were physiologically meaningful and corresponded to propagation zones in almost all patients ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

When ESI results involved only a part of the EZ (ESI \< EZ), the part of the EZ that was not localized by ESI corresponded to insular, or medial temporal structures ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). This can be easily explained by the low observability of the scalp EEG correlates of deep generators.

In the remaining cases, ESI results pointed to some part of the EZ and other additional localizations outside the EZ (ESI \> \< EZ). This situation can be explained by the combination of the two above described situations. Additional localizations located outside the EZ corresponded either to propagation zones (79%) or to propagation zones and false source localizations (21%). The false source localizations were probably related to methodological problems (non-unique source, non-uniqueness of the inverse problem, sensitivity to initialization procedure, local minimum localizations). In order to investigated if the partly concordant results are closer to the full or discordant results, the use of an automatic data classifier could help.

In our study, the rate of overall (i.e. full plus partial) anatomical concordance between ESI and EZ (85%) was higher than MRI-EZ (59%) and in the same range as the ECC-EZ (97%).The relatively high rate of ECC concordance with EZ may be related to the formulation of several anatomo-electro-clinical hypotheses encompassing both possible seizure onset and propagation zones. This is reflected by the full concordance rate (9%) between ECC hypotheses and EZ that is lower than the overall full concordance rate between ESI results and EZ (18%). The relatively low rate of concordance between MRI and EZ in our study (59%) compared to the values of sensitivity (70%) and specificity (70%) reported by Lascano and colleagues ([@bb0090]) might be related to the higher rate of negative MRI patients in our cohort (30% versus 10%) which were considered as discordant in our study.

Interestingly, in our study all operated patients with full ESI-ZE anatomical concordance were seizure free after 2 years surgical follow-up and had a statistically higher chance (*p* = 0.04) of being seizure free than patients with partial concordance or discordance.

4.2. Subgroups analysis {#s0140}
-----------------------

### 4.2.1. Epilepsy types {#s0145}

FLE had the highest rate of full concordance (46%). For the first time, we showed that full concordance was statistically higher in FLE than that in TLE, PE, OIE and MFE (*p* = 0.05). This higher rate in FLE is certainly due to the abundance and the high SNR of scalp IID, the geometric parameters of the frontal convexity and the higher rate of MCD. Furthermore, another electric source imaging study derived from scalp-EEG recordings ([@bb0040]) provided also relevant ESI results in FLE but authors compared ESI results with intracerebral irritative zone defined by SEEG.

Otherwise, most ESI studies have compared the diagnostic value of ESI just between temporal versus extra temporal lobe epilepsy ([@bb0030], [@bb0110], [@bb0160]). It is certainly related to the fact that TLE is the most common localization and is associated with better surgical outcomes ([@bb0155]). In our study, the rate (90%) of anatomical concordance (full and partial) in TLE subgroup are in the same range with those obtained by using the volume of resection combined to the post-surgical outcomes as reference method and using ESI derived from 128 to 256 channels ([@bb0030]). Although in Brodbeck, the sensitivity in TLE was higher but not statistically different than in extra TLE (91, 7% versus 75%). This small difference between the two groups was probably due to the inclusion of more parietal, occipital and multi-lobe epilepsies than FLE. In our study, the low rate of full concordance in TLE (11% versus 46% in FLE) is probably due to the lack of visible IIDs coming from deep medial sources ([@bb0080]) and the low spatial sampling in basal temporal regions. At the opposite, the high rate of partial concordance in TLE (79%) could be explained by the localization of propagation zone in more lateral structures ([@bb0055]).

To conclude, our results showed that ESI was particularly efficient in FLE which constitutes the second most frequent subtype of localization related refractory epilepsy and which presents lower rates of surgical success than TLE ([@bb0155]).

### 4.2.2. Presence of an MRI structural lesion {#s0150}

Negative MRI had a higher rate (36%) of full concordance than positive MRI (10%). This difference was statistically significant (*p* = 0.01). This is consistent with two previous studies ([@bb0025], [@bb0140]). The first one ([@bb0025]) focused on a small cohort of negative MRI cases and did not have a control group (positive MRI). The second study ([@bb0140]) reported a higher rate of full concordance of ESI results with EZ in cases with negative versus positive MRI. However, that study focused on MCD only. Our current study confirms this result through a large prospective cohort including all possible aetiologies. This result is clinically relevant because negative MRI cases are particularly challenging for pre-surgical investigation of drug-resistant epilepsy and often requires large and multifocal explorations. In such situation, ESI could be used to restrict or confirm the hypothesis defined by ECC and finally to define more precisely the intracerebral electrode positions and decrease their number.

In positive MRI cases, the low rate of full concordance (10%) suggests that the interrelations between the MRI detectable lesion, the irritative and epileptogenic zones are more complex and rarely superimposed ([@bb0135], [@bb0095], [@bb0010]). In our study, 13 of 52 positive MRI patients had large brain lesions. In a study ([@bb0020]) focusing on large brain lesions, ESI indicated the maximum source of the epileptic activity in the volume of resection in 85%. However, these results could be largely overestimated because the volume of resection is often more important than the epileptogenic zone. Another reason for the low rate of full anatomical concordance was that 12 cases had an epileptogenic zone confined to the medial temporal structures associated with a hippocampal sclerosis. It has been demonstrated ([@bb0080]) that purely medial temporal lobe sources do not generate visible scalp IIDs (negative SNR) and so cannot be readily localizable using ESI.

Among the positive MRI cases with a full anatomical concordance between ESI results and EZ, 4 of 5 had MCD suggesting that in case of MRI visible lesion, ESI provided more accurate localizations in MCD than in other aetiologies.

In MEG study, it was also demonstrated a spatial overlap between the seizure-onset zone and the spiking volume in MR negative case (Jung et al., 2013).

### 4.2.3. Aetiology {#s0155}

Our study is the first to evaluate the anatomical concordance of ESI and SEEG according to the aetiology. The rate of ESI full concordance in patients with MCD (27%; *n* = 11), was statistically higher (*p* = 0.03) than in the "others" subgroup (6%, *n* = 2). MCD especially FCD represent a challenge in pre-surgical investigations and are the most frequent aetiology of negative MRI drug-resistant neocortical epilepsy in adults ([@bb0050]).

The 27% rate of full concordance in MCD reported in the present study is comparable with the 36% reported in Rikir et al.*, 2014* focusing in MCD (*n* = 28). This 27% rate of concordance better reflects the reality considering the larger size of the current cohort. In this subgroup of MCD, the highest rate of full concordance (31%) was found in FCD. This is consistent with a recent SEEG study reporting a higher rate of overlapping between the irritative zone and the seizure onset zone in FCD than in other aetiologies ([@bb0010]).

### 4.2.4. Depth of the EZ (categorized in lateral, medial or medio-lateral) {#s0160}

In the 27 medial EZ patients, only two (7%) had ESI full concordance with EZ whereas the rate of ESI anatomical full concordance was higher in patients with lateral (31%) and medio-lateral (21%) EZ. This trend was not statistically significant. The difficulty to localize deep epileptic sources with ESI is primarily related to the lack of visibility of their scalp correlates. In a recent simultaneous intracerebral and scalp EEG recording study ([@bb0080]), medial temporal sources were not spontaneously visible on the scalp even if they were shown to contribute to scalp EEG. The only situation that would allow medial ESI results corresponds to the co-activation of medial and lateral sources that produce usually scalp IID with high signal to noise ratio ([@bb0085], [@bb0105], [@bb0165], [@bb0170], [@bb0175], [@bb0100]). This result is in accordance with a MEG study validated with electrocorticography, where authors found that 75% of the interictal spikes can be localized when generated in the lateral temporal lobe versus only 27% in medial temporal region ([@bb0005]).

### 4.2.5. Anatomical discordance between ESI and SEEG {#s0165}

In the overall cohort, patients with anatomical discordance between ESI results and EZ represented only 15%. Interestingly the rate of discordance between ESI results and EZ is lower than between MRI and EZ (41%).The highest ESI-EZ discordance was found in extra frontal lobe epilepsy (9/11), positive MRI (10/11), aetiologies other than MCD (6/11) and medial depth of the EZ (4/11). Our study is the first to identify subgroups of patients where ESI results should be interpreted with caution. Other or new analysis methods (signal pre-processing, averaging, inverse problem algorithms) should be used for addressing these difficult cases. In this study, it is important to notice that all retained ESI results were covered, at a sublobar resolution, by SEEG implantation. When ESI results pointed out new ROIs (i.e. ROIs not defined by the previous pre-surgical evaluations), intracerebral electrodes were positioned to confirm (or exclude) these ROIs in the definition of EZ.

4.3. Limits and perspectives {#s0170}
----------------------------

Despite the significant size of this whole prospective cohort, the subgroup of FLE included a limited number of patients (*n* = 13), which may theoretically limit the extrapolation of the results to a larger population. The higher accuracy of ESI observed in this subgroup would deserve further confirmation on a larger prospective cohort.

The use of BEM model with 3 isoconductivity compartments and without grey matter constraints on ESI could slightly decrease the accuracy of ESI. In this study, this inaccuracy should be limited due to the sublobar concordance we used. The use of anisotropic FEM model (with 5 or more compartments) could help in term of accuracy particularly in case of large anatomical lesion. Now, a recent study ([@bb0015]) including 38 patients demonstrated that for clinical routine application of ESI, the use of highly sophisticated and complex FEM model is not crucial for an accurate source localization.

Concerning the spike classification, automatic clustering method ([@bb0120], [@bb0150]) could help for classifying different spike clusters (higher coherence across spikes) and for saving time. In our study, the impact of visual spike classification was certainly low because ESI results were defined at a sublobar resolution. In this study, the anatomical extent of ESI results was corresponding to a spike-to-spike and spike type variabilities. This distribution rely mostly on the changes or dynamical changes in the background activity. Finally, the distribution of ESI results was mainly controlled by the noise level and then extrapolated by the use of predefined sublobar localizations.

Finally, we were not able to compare the results of ESI to those of FDG-PET because this prospective study was designed at a time when not all patients had a FDG-PET. The second limit is the comparison of the irritative zone (s) defined by ESI with the EZ defined by SEEG. Physiologically, the irritative zone is more complex and often larger than the epileptogenic zone. This limit is common to all previous large studies on ESI and is mostly related to the difficulty of performing long-term recordings with HR-EEG and therefore recording seizures.

5. Conclusions {#s0175}
==============

Our prospective study showed that ESI of interictal spikes clearly contributes to estimating EZ and can play an important role in non-invasive pre-surgical evaluations by comparison to the invasive reference methods (SEEG). It identified subgroups of patients where ESI has the highest accuracy and would be clinically the most relevant: frontal lobe epilepsy, negative MRI and presence of a MCD.

Key points {#s0180}
==========

•This multicentric prospective study of 74 patients investigated the localizing value of ESI compared to SEEG•Full anatomical concordance of ESI and SEEG was significantly higher in frontal lobe epilepsy (46%) than in other types of epilepsy (0 to 20%)•Full anatomical concordance of ESI and SEEG was significantly higher in negative MRI (non lesional epilepsy) (36%) than in positive MRI (10%)•Full anatomical concordance of ESI and SEEG was significantly higher in malformation cortical development (27%) than in other aetiologies (6%)•ESI is a relevant method that accurately estimates the epileptogenic zone especially in the subgroups which are the most difficult challenges in epilepsy surgery
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[^1]: TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy; FLE, frontal lobe epilepsy; PE, posterior epilepsy; MFE, multifocal epilepsy; OIE, operculo-insular epilepsy; MCD, malformation of cortical development; M, medial; ML, medio-lateral; L, lateral; EZ, epileptogenic zone.; ESI, electrical source imaging.
